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Abstract
Voting is a central pillar of political science research; indeed, scholars have long addressed

questions like, “who votes?”, “why do people vote?”, and “what interventions increase vot-
ing?” However, only a few have considered whether voting changes adjacent civic disposi-
tions and behaviors. In this paper, we explore the effects of voting shocks on young citizens
political interest, memberships, social awareness, and political knowledge in the lead up to
the voting experience (“upstream”) and in the months and years after (“downstream”). To do
so, we use a unique combination of large survey data from two countries paired with an exact
date-of-birth regression discontinuity design. We find that eligibility to voluntary vote and ex-
posure to compulsory votingdespite eliciting large turnout increaseshave precisely-estimated
null effects on young people’s upstream or downstream civic engagement. While voting may
be an important experience, it may have smaller transformative effects than previously thought.
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Voting is one of the most thoroughly studied behaviors in the social sciences.1 Scholars from

multiple disciplines have studied this foundational act of democracy from many angles, including

examinations of “who votes?” (e.g. Leighley and Nagler 2013; Verba and Nie 1972; Wolfinger

and Rosenstone 1980), “why do people vote?” (e.g. Campbell 2006; Downs 1957; Rider and

Ordeshook 1968; Rosenstone and Hansen 1994; Verba, Schlozman, and Brady 1995), and “what

interventions increase voting?” (e.g. Green and Gerber 2008). Despite an ever-growing body

of research studying this foundational political behavior, much less work has explored whether

voting has transformative effects: changing adjacent dispositions and behaviors. While many have

long argued that voting is transformative, comparatively few have studied this topic systematically

and even fewer have been able to infer causality (with some notable exceptions that we discuss

below; Braconnier, Dormagen, and Pons 2017; Loewen et al. 2008; Mullainathan and Washington

2009; Shineman 2018). As such, the question remainswhen you get people to vote, what else (if

anything) in them changes?

In this paper, we explore what we refer to as the Transformative Voting Hypothesis (TVH)that

is, we examine whether the average individual induced to vote changes in any meaningful way

in preparation for the act (i.e. “upstream”) or in the time after the act (i.e. “downstream”).2,3,4

To do so in a causal framework, we use data from Brazil and the United States. Our primary

approach leverages a unique dataset from Brazil that combines large-scale survey data collected in

1A simple query of “voter turnout” on Google Scholar (in January 2019) yielded more than 77,000 results.
2To be precise, in this paper we estimate the causal effect of marginal eligibility to vote and to be compelled to vote

on broader civic attitudes/behaviors. To be parsimonious, we sometimes call this a “voting experience” or “a nudge to
vote.”

3Despite receiving some attention in the literature, to our knowledge this small body of research has never been
formally labeled. In our view, this has hindered connections between related studies on the topic at hand. We hope
that creating a common terminology of the transformative voting hypothesis will help future research to fall under a
common umbrella.

4We borrow the downstream language from Druckman et al. (2011), who define a downstream effect as subsequent
outcomes that are set in motion by the original experimental intervention (Druckman et al. 2011, 8). Manybut not
alldownstream analyses in political science explore the LATE of some endogenous variable of interest using some
exogenous instrument (Gerber and Green 2002). However, this is not the universal use of this term, which is often
conflated in the literature with the simple intent-to-treat effect of some intervention on secondary outcomes of interest.
We use the phrase in this second sense; that is, we are looking for externalities/spillovers, “second order consequences”
(Sondheimer 2011, 934), or indirect effects of an intervention that occur after a treatment is administered. That
is, by “upstream” we mean the ITT effect of voting eligibility on things that happen before Election Day and by
“downstream” we mean the ITT effect on things that happen after Election Day.
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the 2006 and 2007 editions of the countrys High School Exit Exam (Exame Nacional do Ensino

Medio, i.e. the ENEM) that allows us to explore both upstream and downstream effects on political

interest, political knowledge, associational memberships, and social awareness amongst youth. As

a secondary data source, we use data collected in the United States by the American College

Test (ACT) that measures downstream political interest, social awareness, and political knowledge

during the 2016 election. With these datasets, we examine the broader consequences of exogenous

increases in voting by exploiting exact-date-of-birth/election-date discontinuities. Specifically, in

Brazil we exploit discontinuities in regulations regarding both the right to voluntarily vote (at 16)

and the obligation to vote under compulsory voting (at 18); in the United States, we exploit the

discontinuity of the right to voluntarily vote (at 18).

We start by validating (as a manipulation check) that these cutoffs, indeed, elicit large, statisti-

cally significant impacts on voter turnout. For instance, in Brazil those exposed to voluntary voting

vote at a rate approximately 14 to 23 percentage points higher (pă0.001) than those all-else-equal

marginally ineligibles, while those exposed to mandatory voting vote at a rate approximately 10 to

12 p.p. higher (pă0.001) than their all-else-equal counterparts born a few days earlier who were

exposed only to voluntary voting. These estimates are consistent with previous work in the U.S.,

which shows that turnout effects at the voluntary voting cutoff are large and robust (Coppock and

Green 2015).

However, we find contrary to theoretical expectation that on average voting experiences have

small to non-existent upstream and downstream transformative effects. Political interest, political

knowledge, memberships, and social awarenessoutcomes of vital import, especially among young

peopledo not move in the months leading up to an election nor in the months/years after. Among

our samples, exogenous increases in voter turnout show precisely-estimated null effects on average

levels of political interest, memberships, social awareness, and political knowledge. These nulls

are systematicbeing found across a variety of potential salient subgroups. They also are quite

precise, allowing us to rule out even very small effects, and robust to a host of specification checks.

In short, we find little evidence to support the TVH ´ suggesting that when you get young people
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to vote, little else changes in the way they see and interact with the world around them. Our

work makes several important contributions. That we observe null effects does not hinder their

contribution. Our results are unlikely to emanate from a lack of statistical power: after all, power

analyses suggest that our models are sufficiently powered ex-ante to detect small effects and our

confidence intervals are able to confidently rule out even very modest effects. Our null effects are

precisely estimated. Further, our null effects are systematic; being present across a wide variety

of approaches to measuring outcomes and across a range of subgroups. Our null effects also push

back on an area where many scholars have made strong, directional predictions. Finally, our

question addresses a question of critical import, helping us to better understand what does (and

doesnt) drive (dismal) patterns of youth engagement.

To our knowledge, ours is one of the better-powered studies on the TVH to date ´ leveraging

sample sizes not typically available to survey researchers (especially those studying the TVH).

This feature affords us a greater degree of statistical precision and decreases the possibility of

Type M (magnitude) and S (sign) errors in our estimates (Gelman and Carlin 2014; Gerber et al.

2016). Second, our study is uniquely situated to separate the direct effect of voting from a voting

encouragement that affects both turnout and other attitudes and behaviors (for further discussion

of this point, see Section 2 in the Online Appendix). Third, our study is one of the (if not the)

first to systematically look for upstream effects. This contribution is especially important given the

preparatory/anticipatory nature of upstream effects. Our results show that while reforms that ex-

ogenously bring new voters into the electorate ´ for example, compulsory voting ´ do not appear

to increase broader levels of political activity/interest/knowledge, these reforms also do not ap-

pear to decrease overall political activity/interest/knowledge ´ a potential worry leveled by those

concerned about voting interventions that increase turnout, but simultaneously promote disinter-

ested/uninformed/noisy voting (Abraham 1955; Hardin 2001). Fourth, our downstream estimates

are also unique in that they look for transformative effects that last beyond the days immediately

after an election. While previous research has primarily followed up with voters shortly after an

election, our research design looks for persistent effects in the months/years afterward. This allows
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us to see whether any durable change occurs in response to exogenous voting nudges. Fifth, our

focus on young people allows us to consider the potential transformative effects among a more

malleable subpopulation whose political attitudes and behaviors have not yet hardened (e.g. Prior

2010, 2018; Plutzer 2002; Holbein 2017). Finally, our work helps to address the fundamental

question of whether the strong and large correlations observed across different forms of civic en-

gagement are actually causal. Our work provides clear evidence that for the typical youth subject

large increases in a core form of civic participationvotingdo not necessarily transfer to large in-

creases in othersinterest, knowledge, memberships, and social awareness. In this way, we find

evidence contrary to prominent arguments made by scholars who have asserted that voting spills

over into other forms of civic engagement and, as such, is an indicator of broader levels of overall

social capital (e.g. Galston 2004; Putnam 2000; Lijphart 1997). Put explicitly, our results show

that even if you get young people to vote (a worthwhile endeavor in its own right), that may not

enough to increase broader civic engagement. Our results suggest ´ contrary to many scholarly

arguments (e.g. Brady, Verba, and Schlozman 1995; Denny and Doyle 2008; Luskin 1990; Ur-

batsch 2012; Voogt and Saris 2003)´ that voting and political interest, knowledge, belonging, and

the other forms of engagement we explore are likely not bi-directionally related. That is, while in-

terest, knowledge, and belonging may cause voting (a separate topic), the reverse does not appear

to hold in our samples.

From a policy perspective, our results suggest that institutions that incentivize voting may only

have a mechanical effect on turnout, rather than increasing levels of prosocial behavior overall.

Outside of casting their ballot, individuals exposed to institutions like compulsory voting are no

more likely to be engaged socially, civically, or politically. As such, these results also speak to

scholars and practitioners looking for ways to encourage active citizenship through various get-

out-the-vote or electoral reforms. Some have strongly asserted that reforms like “compulsory

voting may be able to serve as an equivalent, but much less expensive, form of civic education”

(Lijphart 1997, 10); that is, once you get people to vote that will socialize them into other desired

civic attitudes and behaviors. Our results suggest otherwise. That mandatory voting programs do
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not appear to substantially alter civic attitudes or behaviors suggests a need for alternate ways to

increase anemic (and by some accounts declining) levels of citizen engagement or social capital

(e.g. Putnam 2000; Sherrod, Torney-Purta, and Flanagan 2010). Taken together, our findings

suggest that the proposed social benefits of increasing voting may be less than previous research

has suggested.5

Background and Conceptual Framework

A rich literature has explored the roots of voting. This literature demonstrates that voting is driven

by a complex set of motivations (Verba, Schlozman, and Brady 1995), social connections (e.g.

Pietryka and Debats 2017), resources (e.g. Smets and Van Ham 2013), and other external forces

(e.g. Leighley and Nagler 2013). From this literature, we know that voters are fundamentally dif-

ferent from non-voters. While much has been done to study what influences voting, comparatively

little has been done to explore what voting influences.

Many have assumed that voting promotes broader civic engagement. Yet, up to this point, a

cohesive literature on this topic has yet to emerge. That being said, a smattering of sources all

point toward voting having transformative effects. Indeed, scholars have long argued that voting

may promote civic engagement more broadly. For example, Galston prominently argued,

[Voting] helps develop intellectual and moral capacities that are intrinsi-

cally important: among themenlarged interests, a wider human sympathy,

a sense of active responsibility for oneself, the skills needed to work with

others toward goods that can only be obtained or created through collec-

tive action, and the powers of sympathetic understanding needed to build

bridges of persuasive words to those with whom one must act (2004, 263).

5To be very clear we are not arguing that transformative effects are the only reason to care about voting. Scholars
have documented that turnout affects democratic representation (Griffin and Newman 2005; Leighley and Nagler 2013;
Verba and Nie 1972), public policy (e.g. Anzia 2013), and policy outcomes (e.g., Berry et al. 2011).
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As Galston’s quote suggests, there are reasons to suspect that voting increases political interest,

social awareness, political knowledge, and other forms of collective action. Similarly, Berelson and

Steiner argue that increasing turnout may lead to positive spillovers from one domain of engage-

ment to another, because “people who participate in politics in one way are more likely to do so in

another” (1964, 422). They are not alone in this position; for similar arguments, see Almond and

Verba (1963, 300-74), Greenberg (1986), Verba, Schlozman, and Brady (1995, 304-68), and Put-

nam (2000, 35). (A few scholars have argued that the causal chain runs in the opposite direction,

but this is by no means settled by compelling empirical evidencenecessitating our analysis here.)

Likewise, Jakee and Sun assert “the more people vote, the more they become civically minded”

(2006, 64). Others contend “engaging in political action does influencepolitical attitudes” (Finkel

1985, 891). Political theorists have argued that forms of participation like voting have individual-

level transformative effects (e.g. Mason 1982; Pateman 1970; Thompson 1970). These emphasize

voting’s “value in terms of individual self-actualization and advocate higher levels of mass partic-

ipation precisely because of its positive effect on human character” (Finkel 1985, 892).

These comments are more than just pure speculation. Indeed, there are theoretical reasons

to suspect that voting experiences have long-lasting transformative effects. Supporting this idea,

scholars have shown compelling evidence that voting in a given period has a strong and long-

lasting impact on voting in the future (i.e. the so-called habit, persistence, or consuetude effect; see

Coppock and Green 2016; De Kadt 2017; Gerber, Green and Shachar 2003; Green and Shachar

2000; Meredith 2009; Fujiwara, Meng, and Vogl 2016). Using various experimental and quasi-

experimental techniques, these studies have shown that initial voting experienceswhen citizens are

first coming of voting agehave persistent effects on later life voting and that these effects last as

long as twenty years later (Coppock and Green 2015, see Table 6). In short, we know that ones

“propensity to vote changes when one votes” (Green and Shachar 2000, 562).

Relevant for our exploration, habitual voting scholars have long theorized that one of the pri-

mary mechanisms for these habitual effects is an individual-level transformationwhat Coppock and

Green (2015) label as a “psychological explanation” for the causal relationship between voting in
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one period and voting in the next. As Meredith (2009) puts it: “voting may alter psychological ori-

entations to favor future participation” (206) and “voting experiences can have long-lasting effects

of political orientations” (189). Gerber, Green, Shachar (2003, 549) get even more specificnoting

that many argue that “any intervention that raises turnout should also heighten feelings of politi-

cal efficacy, trust, interest in politics, or other attitudes conducive to voter participation.” Gerber,

Green, Shachar (2003) later also mention the potential for voting to have transformative effects

on “feelings of civic obligation” (548)/“civic duty” (570) and “partisanship” (548). Coppock and

Green (2015, 1058) similarly note that “voting may cause a person to take a heightened interest

in politics, feel a stronger sense of civic duty, or become more familiar with the process by which

votes are cast.” In short, by shifting citizens’ voting patterns, voting experiences may have broader

attitudinal/behavioral spillovers. Beyond the voting as a habit literature, a long but scatteredbody

of research has argued that the act of voting itself is somehow transformative: increasing political

interest, political knowledge, associational memberships, and social awareness/prosociability. We

discuss each of these theoretical predictions here in turn. We then take on this question from a

different angle in the next section by discussing compulsory voting.

Voting and Political Interest: Beyond the voting as a habit literature which clearly has drawn

connections between voting and political interest (Gerber, Green, Shachar 2003; Coppock and

Green 2015) a long body of research has argued that individuals who vote may become more

interested in the political domain. The easiest way to see this is by looking at the number of studies

that argue that the relationship between political interest and voting are subject to simultaneous

causation; that is, that not only does political interest cause an increase in voting, but so too does

voting cause an increase political interest. For example, Brady, Verba, and Schlozman (1995), in

their seminal work on voter turnout, repeatedly argue that political interest and voting are part of

a direct endogenous process (See for example, pgs. 271, 280, 281, 282, 283, 284, 288, 289, 292,

and 293). Indeed, this can be seen very clearly in their theoretical model (see their Figure 3),

which explicitly sets up the relationship between interest and forms of engagementamong which

voting is explicitly listedas endogenous. This is consistent with their broader conceptualization
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of the relationship of interest: indeed, they argue “political interest may be as much an effect as a

cause of political activity” (280) and “political interest and political efficacy, for example, certainly

facilitate political activity, but activity presumably enhances interest and efficacy as well” (271).

Brady, Verba, and Schlozman are not alone in this argument. Scholars have repeatedly asserted that

the act of voting itself promotes political interest (Denny and Doyle 2008, 293; Luskin 1990, 336;

Urbatsch 2012; Voogt and Saris 2003). As Pateman put it, “the act of voting may also indirectly

affect civic engagement by increasing the level of awareness of and interest in politics” (1970, 63).

Blais and St-Vincent (2011, 399) similarly argue that “there is the possibility of reverse causation

[between interest and voting]that is, that it is the propensity to vote that causes political interest and

duty.” To us, these repeated instances have a certain degree of face validity; that is, when people

engage in a behavior, they become (on average) more interested in that behavior. Indeed, there

has been at least one causal study that has explored whether voting promotes political interest;

Braconnier, Dormagen, and Pons (2017) use a canvassing field experiment to show that those

exogenously nudged to vote have greater levels of interest in the month after an election.

Voting and Political Knowledge: similar to political interest, numerous scholars have argued

that voting may promote political knowledge. Here again, this can be seen in scholars who explic-

itly argue for simultaneous causality. The idea here is that those who are going to vote, prepare

for such an actconsuming more political information, learning more about the candidates, and in-

teracting with others who know more about politics. As Lassen (2005, 104) put it, voting and

“information acquisition [are] endogenous.” Denny and Doyle (2008, 298) put it thus: “political

information is endogenous, whereby the decisions to vote and the decision to acquire political in-

formation are related.” Larcinese (2007, 390) similarly argues that simply correlating knowledge

and voting is not enough to establish causality as “information determines turnout, since political

knowledge is an endogenous covariate.” Mackerras and McAllister (1999, 229) argue “the act of

voting means that citizens are forced to think, at least to some extent, about politics, elections

and the major parties.” Indeed, many have argued that voting promotes deliberative processes that

may increase knowledge (Mason 1982; Pateman 1970; Thompson 1970; Persson, Esaiasson, and
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Gilljam 2013). In total, there are abundant reasons to suspect that those who vote become more

politically informed. As we discuss further below, based on this theoretical connection, there are

a few causal studies that have explicitly examined whether voting promotes political knowledge

(Braconnier, Dormagen, and Pons 2017; Loewen et al. 2008; Shineman 2018).

Voting and Memberships: Lundell provides, perhaps, the most straightforward argument con-

necting voting to belonging: “voting in elections stimulates participation and interest in other

political and organizational activities” (Lundell 2012, 222). Here again the acknowledgement of

endogeneity/reverse causation provides reason for us to suspect that voting promotes belonging.

As Atkinson and Fowler (2014, 41) put it, “social capital and community activity are thought to in-

crease voter turnout, but reverse causationmay bias the results of previous studies.” More broadly,

some have argued that “voluntary organizations are complementary to representative institutions”

(Lundell 2012, 222). Here again the voting as a habit literature is useful. Coppock and Green

(2015) argue that the second mechanism linking voting in one period to voting in another is a

set of “environmental explanations.” These environmental forces include the possibility that by

registering and voting in one period, citizens become much more likely to be mobilized by po-

litical parties/social action organizations in subsequent elections. Establishing that one is a voter

in public record may increase the odds that an individual is recruited to join organizations (i.e.

parties, unions, volunteer organizations) in the future. There may also be an indirect relationship

mediated by political efficacy. Many have argued that voting directly enhances political efficacy

(Finkel 1985; Mason 1982; Pateman 1970; Thompson 1970; Brady, Verba, and Schlozman 1995,

271; Gerber, Green, Shachar 2003, 548)the feeling that one has the capacity to engage in the civic

and political realm and that the system recognizes and reciprocates one’s efforts (Niemi, Craig,

and Mattei 1991). Others have argued that political efficacy transfers to various civic attitude and

behaviors, including belonging (e.g. Verba, Schlozman, and Brady 1995). By simply acting in the

political domain, one’s attitudes and beliefs may follow (Green and Shachar 2000). Those who are

empowered to vote may also be empowered to engage in other ways, like belonging.

Voting and Prosociability: In being given the opportunity to vote, citizens are (potentially) ex-
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posed to a deliberative process that causes them to think about where they and others stand on vital

social issues. By being brought into the political realm, prospective voters are immersed in social

interactions that involve debate and conflict. Such deliberation may promote broader civic capaci-

ties that transfer beyond the act of voting itself (Mendelberg 2002). Voting has long been thought

to be a proxy for and a promoter of social capital (e.g. Galston 2004; Pateman 1970; Putnam

2000; Atkinson and Fowler 2014). Those who vote may become more socially connected to their

communitiesbeing transformed to be more cooperative, more empathetic, and less hostile towards

others. As Kuznicki put it, “[voting] reaffirms the public commitment to a constant and orderly

pattern of social life, and it does so in a way that inherently delegitimizes violence.” Engaging in

politics may cause citizens to reflect upon what they want for their community, country, and future

generations. Indeed, as noted earlier, scholars have long argued that voting helps develop “a wider

human sympathy”, “the skills needed to work with others toward goods that can only be obtained

or created through collective action”, and “powers of sympathetic understanding needed to build

bridges of persuasive words to those with whom one must act” (Galston 2004, 263). Some have

shown that social skills are linked with voting (Holbein 2017); and the reverse might also be true.

The link between voting and prosociability may be indirect: by (potentially) increasing political

interest, political knowledge, political efficacy, and/or memberships citizens may be transformed

to have a broader vision of the world around them and their place in it and to have enhanced social

skills that encourage them to engage social across domains. While these constructs are the hardest

to measure, the theoretical link between voting and measures of prosociability, social awareness,

or feelings of social obligation is strong.

While scholars have made strong predictions about the direction of transformative effectsthat

they would be positive all of these effects could go in the opposite direction or could simply be

null. Individuals who have a bad or difficult voting experience may actually have lower levels of

political interest and efficacy. In gaining knowledge about how politics works, it is possible that

people might feel repulsed. To some, conflict and deliberation may be unappealingleading them

to want to recoil from social interacts, rather than embrace them. Or, alternatively, voting could
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have no effects. Some theorists have speculated that by engaging in the deliberative process of

voting, one might feel as if they have made their contribution to social decisions and have delegated

future civic matters to their elected representatives (Ginsberg 1982; Weissberg 1975; Wright 1976).

Indeed, some have argued that “the act of voting as well as the propensity to vote does not require

any special virtue, insight or knowledge” (Lundell 2012, 229). Voting itself is a relatively short

process (taking a matter of minutes, in most places). Individuals who go to the polls may soon

forget what they had (potentially) learned, lose interest quickly, fail to be mobilized into other

groups, and not fundamentally change in the way they say the broader world around them. Young

people specifically may be treated by so many competing forces that an initial voting experience

may have little effect. We return to the possibility of a backlash or a null effect in the next section.

For now, we note that we agree with Green and Shachar (2000, 572) that whether the presence of

transformative effects is “more than wishful thinking remains an open empirical question.”

Compulsory Voting and the Transformative Voting Hypothesis

Discussions over voting’s potential transformative effects are central to debates about compulsory

voting. Compulsory voting builds on the foundational “voter calculus.” Given that the probability

of being the decisive voter is so small in most elections, under this model relatively small costs

decrease the likelihood that citizens will vote (Downs 1957). Compulsory voting seeks to alter the

parameters embedded in this calculus. By levying sanctions (financial, social, or otherwise) on

individuals who fail to vote, compulsory voting imposes a cost on not voting, thus “neutralize[ing]

a large part of the cost of voting” (Lijphart 1997, 9). Given these incentives, compulsory voting

has the clear theoretical prediction of increasing voter turnout.

Given large turnout increases from compulsory voting,6 many have argued that this institu-

tion produces conditions favorable for upstream and downstream transformative effects. Scholars

6Extensive studies have supported this predictionin short, research shows that compulsory voting increases turnout,
and noticeably so (e.g. Bechtel, Hangartner, and Schmid 2015; Blais 2006; Cepaluni and Hidalgo 2015; De Leon and
Rizzi 2014; Fornos 1996; Franklin 1996; Hoffman, Leon, and Lombardi 2016; Jackman and Miller 1995; Jaitman
2013; Powell 1980; Smets and Van Ham 2013). Debate continues on who is most affected by compulsory voting (e.g.
Bechtel, Hangartner, and Schmid 2015; Chong and Oliveira 2005; and Cepaluni and Hidalgo 2016).
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summarizing the literature on compulsory voting have argued that “compulsory voting’s societal

consequences are likely much [broader] than our current understanding suggests” (Singh 2015).

For this reason, some scholars note that the notion “that citizens are somehow transformed by the

voting experienceis at the heart of virtually all endorsements of [compulsory voting]” (Jakee and

Sun 2006, 64).7 Many scholars in this area have focused on the potential effects of compulsory

voting on political interest and knowledge, but some have made claims about other forms of civic

participation as well.

Even though compulsory voting may increase turnout, this increase may simply be mechanical,

or even worse, this reform may be detrimental to citizens’ political interest and other forms of civic

engagement. A common criticism leveled against compulsory voting is that making voting manda-

tory may have negative psychological effects. When citizens are heavily incentivized to act, the

general argument goes, they may lose the intrinsic motivation to act in that domain (Deci, Koestner,

and Ryan 1999). As a result, incentivizing voting may have the consequence of depressing non-

incentivized forms of participation, such as belonging to various civic organizations. Relatedly,

spurring people to vote may lead them to feel like they can outsource their level of engagement in

social, civic, and political matters to delegated elected officials (i.e. “I vote, so I dont need to be

involved in other aspects of my community.”).8 In fostering these types of motivations, compulsory

voting may backfire by shifting fundamental social attitudes in undesirable waysmaking citizens

less likely to be socially oriented. Indeed, some argue that, “forcing engagement may exacerbate

negative orientations toward democracy itself” (Singh 2015). Compulsory voting may produce

citizens who are active in voting, but who are cold and detached from broader social problems.

Compelling people to vote may increase the number of voters going to the polls, but these individ-

uals may have little reason to become informed or engaged with the broader social issues behind

the political process. Exemplifying this view, some argue that, “an unwilling or indifferent vote is

a thoughtless one” (Abraham 1955, 21). Hardin similarly argues that “if the citizen has no interest

7Other reasons include compulsory voting’s prospect of narrowing participatory inequalities, minimizing the role
money in politics, and shaping representative behavior (Lijphart 1997).

8This parallels arguments from critics of “clicktivism”/“checkbook participation” (e.g. Theocharis and Lowe
2015).
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in voting, then the citizen has no interest in making the effort to learn enough to vote intelligently.

Something that is not worth doing at all is surely not worth doing well” (2006, 183).

On the other hand, there are reasons to suspect that mandating voting increases outcomes

such as political interest, political knowledge, social awareness, and non-voting civic engagement.

Many argue that compulsory voting may spill over to other forms of engagement by enhancing

both experiential and psychological attachments to the political world (e.g. Blakely, Kennedy, and

Kawachi, 2001; Lijphart 1997). Many of these arguments channel through enhancements to polit-

ical interest and political knowledge (see Ballinger 2007). For example, Jakee and Sun (2006, 64)

argue “forcing individuals to vote will increase their interest in the political process and therefore

their willingness to inform themselves about related matters.” The argument is often made that

“by compelling people to vote we are likely to arouse in them an intelligent interest and to give

them a political knowledge that they do not at present possess” (Lijphart 1997, 10). Mandatory

voting may also serve “as an incentive to become better informed” (Lijphart 1997, 10), with in-

creased knowledge leading to engagement across multiple domains. As Lundell (2012, 222) puts

it “mandatory voting may spur people to gather information about politics and societal affairs in

order to make a reasonable vote choiceCompulsory voting should have a mobilizing and educating

influence on citizens, also increasing the levels of political engagement more generally.”

While some transformative effects are stronger theorized than others in the literature, there

seems to be enough there to explore whether voting affects political interest, political knowledge,

memberships, and prosociability. We take on this task in this paperproviding an innovative method

for doing so. We first, however, outline what has been done empirically in the past related to the

TVH.

Previous Empirical Work Relevant to the Transformative Voting Hypothesis

Much of the research on the transformative voting hypothesis has taken a conditional-on-observables

approach (e.g. Abramson and Aldrich 1982; Blais 2006; Finkel 1985; Gronlund and Milner 2006;

Lundell 2012; Shaffer 1981; Verba, Schlozman, and Brady 1995). This technique simply relates
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measures of voting with other measures of engagement, perhaps controlling for or matching with

a few observable characteristics. We replicate the simple relationship between voter turnout and

various civic attitudes and behaviors using data from the ANES and survey data from Brazil in the

Online Appendix (see Section 1). Consistent with previous conditional-on-observables designs,

we show that voting is strongly related with other measures of civic participation. While research

designs like this often find large, positive, and statistically significant relationships between vot-

ing and other measures of civic engagement, the comparison made in this setup leaves open the

possibility of bias from unobserved factors. After all, a complex set of underlying individual mo-

tivations likely drive both voting and broader civic attitudes/behaviors. Perhaps more damning,

this design leaves unexplored the distinct possibility of endogeneity: where voting is a reflection

of, rather than a cause of, individuals’ levels of civic engagement. Simply put, a study of the

upstream/downstream consequences of voting requires a causal identification strategy.

Only a few studies with compelling identification strategies have poked around the edges of

the TVH – leaving many important questions unanswered. Using a year of birth discontinuity (as

opposed to more precise day of birth discontinuities like the ones we use below), Mullainathan

and Washington (2009) show that voting experiences can increase polarization of opinions regard-

ing how politicians are doing their job after being elected. Mullainathan and Washington do not,

however, examine whether eligibility affects the many other dimensions of engagement nor does

it explore the potential for upstream effects. Braconnier, Dormagen, and Pons (2017) show that

a door-to-door canvassing campaign had some downstream effects civic attitudes and behaviors

within a month of the election. Of the 12 downstream measures, 2 are significant at the 5% level

and another 2 are significant at the 10% level. Canvassing increased citizens ability to locate ones

preferences on a left-right axis (pă0.1), the number of political discussions held during the cam-

paign (pă0.05), the ability to state a preferred candidate for each round (pă0.05), and citizens

ability to identify politicians party identification (pă0.1). However, their treatment had no signifi-

cant effect on interest in politics, consumption of political media, political efficacy, and knowledge

on upcoming elections (they do find a significant effect (pă0.05) on a composite engagement
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scale; see their Figure 5). Finally, Shineman (2018) conducted an experiment in San Franciscos

2011 municipal elections that consisted of paying 91 voters a $25 credit to fill out post-election

surveys, with the treatment group receiving a message that implied that they would lose the credit

if they did not vote. She observed a very large effect on voting: with turnout increasing by 38

percentage points. She further saw that this increased multiple (i.e. 9/12) measures of political

knowledge 1-7 days later. However, when using a similar (although not identical) design, Loewen

et al. (2008) find no effects on political knowledge about 5 days after the election.

These important studies leave important questions relevant to the TVH unanswered. From

these, it remains unclear whether effects are transient and whether there are upstream effects.9

Also, in the Shineman study it remains unclear how local the findings are; after all, compliers

driven to vote by a $25 gift card may be quite different from the broader electorate. Moreover, as

the Shineman and Loewen et al. studies uses small sample sizes (Nă200 in both cases), it remains

unclear whether these experiments are powered sufficiently to avoid Type S (significance) and Type

M (magnitude) errors common in small sample designs (Gelman and Carlin 2014; Gerber et al.

2016). Moreover, all of these studies look relatively close to the voting experience: leaving open

the possibility of effect fadeout.

In short, while a large, ever growing, literature examines the causal determinants of voting,

very little research studies the causal consequences of voting. The studies that do exist in this area

often only look at non-voting outcomes tangentially, examine only downstream consequences, and

explore the effect of small, localized interventions. To broaden our understanding of the TVH

requires some form of exogenous variation in voting, a sufficiently large sample size, and an op-

portunity to look for both upstream/downstream effects.

9One study of note has explored the downstream aspects of TVH in Brazil. De Leon and Rizzi (2014) show that
those exposed to compulsory voting are more likely to register with a political party. Our study distinguishes itself
from theirs by using more cutoffs (voluntary and compulsory), examining a broader set of outcomes, having a much
larger sample, being less susceptible to framing effects (as ours is a non-political survey), and allowing us to look for
upstream effects.
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Data from Brazil

Our primary data comes from Brazil. As a relatively large country with a diverse population,

Brazil provides us with large sample of individuals that we can use to explore the potential broader

consequences of voting experiences. Under current law, voting is compulsory for citizens who

are older than 18 and younger than 70 by the exact date of an election (a fact we leverage in our

identification strategy outlined below). For individuals who are 16 and 17, voting is voluntary (a

fact we also leverage in our identification strategy outlined below). For those required to vote,

exemptions are given in rare cases for international travel, military service, illiteracy, and illness;

however, typically very few of these are given (Power 2009).10 Under Brazils compulsory voting

system, voter turnout has long been quite highusually just under 80% of citizens vote in Federal

Elections.

Our Brazilian data comes from a survey attached to the Exame National do Ensino Médio

(ENEM): Brazils nationwide high-school exit exam. The ENEM is taken by most adolescents as it

is used in college admissions, in applications for college funding, and for high school-equivalent

certifications (like the GED in the U.S.). Hence, the exam is similar to, but ultimately has more

coverage than, the SAT or ACT exams in the U.S. This exam is administered to a large number of

individuals each year.11 Importantly for our purposes, students take the exam at different times,

with roughly the same number of students taking it when they are 17, 18, or 19 and a large number

taking it when they are even younger. This sample allows us to focus our attention on young

people – a vital demographic given their low levels of civic participation (Holbein and Hillygus

2016) and the possibility that youth civic attitudes and behaviors are still malleable and have not yet

hardened (Plutzer 2002; Holbein 2017). During the period of study, this exam was administered in

early August: putting it 1.5 months prior to Elections (when campaigns are in full swing) in even

years and 10 months after Elections in odd years (when no elections are held). On the ENEM,

10For more information on the sanctions that voters face if they are under compulsory voting, but do not vote, see
Power (2009) and Cepaluni and Hidalgo (2016).

118.7 million (about 55% of eligible students) took the exam in 2014. Despite its size, one limitation of our data
source is that it limits our generalizability to those who actually took the ENEM exam. This has no effect on the
internal validity of our estimates, but instead does somewhat limit the generalizability of our results.
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students are tested for their reasoning and problem-solving abilities. Questions are not organized in

curricular subjects, but the exam is designed to elicit students’ proficiency in Portuguese, History,

Social Science, Geography, Math, Physics, Chemistry, and Biology. In addition to test scores, the

data includes information on test takers individual background, school, and living environment.

As part of the enrollment process for the exam, students provide a rich array of survey-based

information. Depending on the year, about 60%-70% of exam takers respond to the survey. Im-

portantly, survey non-response does not vary around the cutoffs we use in our empirical design –

ensuring that this does not affect the internal validity of the results we present below. This survey

asks a host of questions about beliefs and behaviors. For our purposes, we focus on a few items

theoretically connected to voting.

This dataset comes with distinct advantagesproviding us with a larger and more diverse pool

than has been previously possible in studies of the TVH. The ENEM sample sizes are an order of

magnitude (or two) larger than previous studies, which in addition to being quite small are (typ-

ically) convenience samples.12 Moreover, our sample allows us to avoid some concerns involved

with social desirability – as our instrument is relatively short and imbedded in a non-political in-

strument (the ENEM exam), we may be more likely to avoid priming or demand effects that may

be present in a traditional political survey. That being said, the ENEM sample does come with

disadvantages. As we are using historical administrative data, the exact question list and format

are out of our control and some of the measures are coarser than we would hope.

In our analysis of the ENEM survey, we use data from two years: 2006 and 2007.13 The 2006

data allows us to look for upstream effectsthat is whether individuals are transformed in the lead up

12Recall that previous TVH studies were comparatively small: Braconnier, Dormagen, and Pons’ (2017) N=1,219,
Loewen et al.’s (2008) N=121, and Shineman’ (Forthcoming) N=91.

13Unfortunately, ENEM data from earlier and later years is not usable for our purposes. There are three reasons this.
First, date of birth is no longer considered public information, hence the Ministry of Education has stopped distributing
this information. Given the importance of DOB for our analyses, this rules out our ability to use more recent versions
of the ENEM data. Second, on the earlier end of our data the sample is much smaller and had much worse coverage.
This is because the ENEM experienced a dramatic increase in participation after the 2004 year, when the exam became
a requirement for eligibility to a large-scale college scholarship program. Finally, we cannot use data from 2005 as
there was a nationwide competing referendum that would corrupt our treatment and control groups. Together, this
leaves 2006 and 2007 as the most representative and cleanest pair of years to study what we aim to study. This should
be of little concern, however, as it is highly likely that there is still a jump in turnout in the 2006 election, given the
consistency of the prevalence, size, and stability of voter turnout effects in other years with similar electoral contexts.
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to an electionand the 2007 data to look for downstream effects. (We use both of these years for our

voluntary and compulsory cutoffs). With the 2007 cohort, we are able to estimate the longer-term

consequences of voting experiences. With the Brazilian data, we cannot detect short-run changes

that occur after the election, but that do not persist over time. We can examine this question with

data from the United States (which we describe in the next section); however, we ultimately deem

this a minor concern as our research question looks for transformative effects of voting. Short-term

fluctuations that ultimately fade away are, in our view, not transformative. If there were to be some

long-lasting, durable, persistent effect on civic attitudes and behaviors, we would expect it to last

until our downstream measures, like the effects of voting in one election on voting in elections

many years later (Coppock and Green 2016; Gerber, Green and Shachar 2003; Green and Shachar

2000; Meredith 2009; Fujiwara, Meng, and Vogl 2016). That said, in our Brazilian data, we cannot

rule out the possibility of effects that come and go over timebeing dormant in the month leading

up to the election, present immediately after an election, dormant in the intervening period, and

then activated again in subsequent elections. We can, however, in Brazil look for effects in the

immediate lead up to an election (when elections are highly salient), look at downstream effects 2

years downstream when another campaign is in full swing, and examine the possibility of shorter-

term downstream effects in the U.S. data.

Tables A1 and A2 in the Online Appendix present descriptive statistics of our Brazilian data.

As can be seen, the ENEM sample is large and diverse. Further, the two cohorts of test takers we

use (upstream and downstream) are similar in a number of relevant dimensions.14 These are two

different cohorts, but they look remarkably similar observationally.15

Before outlining the outcome measures that we use, we note that in our analyses below, we

attempt to be as thorough as possible in measuring our outcomes of interest. In our main approach,

14Note, however, that the voluntary voting upstream sample is smaller than the other three cutoffs used given that
fewer people take the exam when they are 16.

15Across the voluntary and compulsory cutoffs, the upstream/downstream cohorts are similar in terms of the out-
comes we explore, survey taking patterns, gender, race, family structure, homeownership, house amenities, parent
education, parent employment sector, time to complete school, public/private school attendance, and reading patterns.
Those in the upstream cohort do tend to score a bit higher on the ENEM. When we test for whether people are likely
to take the test at different times across the cutoff, we find balance (p=0.734).
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we construct scales to proxy for our four constructs of interest; political interest, prosociability,

political knowledge, and belonging to associational organizations. This stems from our desire to

minimize multiple hypothesis testing concerns that would be even more of a threat if our primary

approach was to examine each of the measures individually and to increase our level of precision

in our estimates. Overall, our decomposition of individual items produces nine scales – one for

political interest, four for prosociability, one for political knowledge, and three for memberships.

This construction is based on a thorough theoretical and empirical exploration of the individual

scale items. However, we show in the Online Appendix that our conclusions are not the product of

scale construction.16

The first construct we examine is level of interest in politics. In the ENEM data, the wording

from this question roughly translates to “How much interest do you have in national politics?”.

Students are given three response options, which include: “a lot”, “some”, or “none.” We leave

this three-point scale as is in our models below, but to be thorough we have also checked results

splitting the scale into a dichotomous variable at the median level. We focus on the measure of

national politics in the paper, but look at interest in local and international politics in the Online

Appendix.17

Our second construct is prosociability. Because this is a slightly more amorphous construct,

we use several proxies. Our first is individuals responses to a set of questions that ask whether

they have witnessed SES, race, gender, sexual-orientation, religious, geographic, age, disability,

or other discrimination. Together, these measures are all strongly relatedforming a scale that is

highly reliable (α=0.9) and that loads on a common factor (Eigen 1: 3.4, Eigen 2: 0.2). As a

result, with these and our other outcomes that appear to be picking up the same thing, we use

the weights from a two-factor principal factor analysis and use the first factor to construct our

scale; a common approach in psychometrics. Again, however, if we look at the individual items

16As we discuss in Section 7c of the Appendix, 10% of the 250 (50 outcomes by 5 cutoffs) estimates of the individual
items are significant at the 5% level. However, these effects, excepting 1, do not clear multiple hypothesis levels, are
all substantively small, allow us to rule out even modest effects, and are sensitive across model specification.

17The conclusion of null effects remains the same if we scale these different measures of political interest. Across
the cutoffs explored, the median effect is 0.009σ, the effects are very precise, and the distribution of p-values centers
at 0.29.
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separately or other means of scale construction, our conclusions do not change.18 Our second

prosociability scale measures whether respondents perceive having been the target of the same

forms of discrimination that they could list as having witnessed. Again, these measures appear to

be part of a latent dimension (Eigen 1: 1.4, Eigen 2: 0.1). Our third measure captures individuals

levels of expressed tolerance for various racial SES, sexual background, religious groups, which

also appear to be part of a latent construct (Eigen 1: 1.2, Eigen 2: 0.5). The fourth measure of

prosociability is an objective measure of students performance on the essay portion of the ENEM.

These essays are on human rights and are assigned a score based on a pre-determined rubric that

judges students ability to exhibit a respect for human rights (Eigen 1: 3.0, Eigen 2: 0.0).

Our third construct measures political knowledge. Our proxy for political knowledge is stu-

dents’ performance on the social sciences portion of the ENEM. Again, the questions used in this

exam related to political knowledge are highly reliable and appear to load on a common factor

(α=0.9; Eigen 1: 5.0, Eigen 2: 0.0). As a result, we use the first factor to project this measure; but,

our results do not change if we look at items specifically. Moreover, we find similar results with

these objective knowledge measures as with survey-based measures of whether a citizen reads po-

litical newspapers or magazines: common proxies for political knowledge Eveland and Scheufele

2000; McLeod, Scheufele, and Moy 1999; Scheufele et al. 2003), but that actually load better with

direct measures of political interest in our data.19,20

Our final construct measures participation in voluntary associations. These items include par-

ticipation with student associations, professional unions, community associations, religious orga-

nizations, political parties, social movements, and recreational sports (the last is a proxy often used

18See Online Appendix, table A.12.
19The social science portion asks students to answer fact-based questions about historicalincluding about Brazils

and the U.S.s political independence; other political transitions in Brazil; and previous political leaders within the
country – and contemporary – e.g. tax, agriculture, and immigration policy; international relations (e.g. there is
a question about Israel-Palestine relations); and overall patterns migration, life expectancy, infant mortality, health,
and education levels – political actors, policies, and issues. These items parallel – but dont perfectly overlap – with
other measures of political knowledge (Delli Carpini and Keeter 1993). These, arguably, capture more dimensions of
political knowledge than traditional measures such as the party that holds power in Congress – a task that scholars of
political knowledge have recently demanded (Lupia 2015) – and are perhaps less susceptible to cheating that standard
survey-based measures.

20While students prepare for the ENEM, there is little evidence of ceiling effects that would potentially crowd out
any voting eligibility effects.
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in measures of social capital; e.g., Putnam 2000). The wording from this question roughly trans-

lates to “Do you participate in any of the following?”. Given the comparatively low reliability of

this scale (α=0.4), we use several approaches, including the first factor from a two factor model

(Eigen 1: 1.0, Eigen 2: 0.0), the proportion of associations one belongs to, an indicator for whether

one belongs to any associations, along with the individual inputs separately (in the Appendix). As

we show below, all these approaches yield themselves to similar conclusions.

We note in the Brazilian context we also have access to a separate dataset containing the na-

tion’s validated voter turnout at the individual level. (Given legal and data access ruleswhich only

give access to de-identified ENEM datait is not possible to link the TSE and ENEM data at the

individual-level.) The data we use is drawn from the Brazilian Superior Electoral Court (Tribunal

Superior Eleitoral, or TSE) voter files. In our analyses of voter turnout (found in the Appendix),

we use TSE data from 2008, 2010, and 2012.21 Within these years, we focus our attention on

younger voters in the TSE – those aged 15/16 (voluntary voting cutoff) or 17/18 (compulsory vot-

ing cutoff) on Election Day. This data provides us with something analogous to a manipulation

check: allowing us to verify that we are treating individuals with an increased propensity to vote.

Data from the United States

To help show that our results generalize outside of the Brazilian context and to examine the possi-

bility of short-term downstream effects, as a secondary source we use data from the ACT exam in

the United States. Fortuitously for our purposes, the research arm of the ACT conducted a large-

scale survey of student test takers in the immediate aftermath of the 2016 election.22 This was a

part of the organizations “Next Generation of Voters” Report. This survey was conducted in early

December 2016 – about five weeks after the election. The survey collected information from a

21TSE data with the required level of detail is not available before 2008.
22As with the Brazil data, this data only allows us to generalize to high school students on a path towards graduating

high school and going to college. This is still a sizable body, which constitutes about 70% of the entire high school
body according to the U.S. Department of Education. Again, this does not affect the internal validity of our estimates,
but somewhat limits our ability to generalize to all young people.
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sample of 58,000 ACT test takers in grades 10-12, with about 10,000 responding to the survey.23

This survey was matched to the ACTs administrative files which contain information on student

race/ethnicity, gender, income, parent education, course taking, GPA, course taking behavior, and

test scores, as well as some information on their high school characteristics. Summary statistics

can be found in Table A.3.

The survey also collected information that allowed us to create proxies of downstream levels

of political interest, political knowledge, and social awareness. This information allows us to

look at the downstream effects of voluntary voting eligibility (the United States does not have

compulsory voting). The political interest measure is a factor analysis weighted composite scale of

how much respondents reported following the presidential election, how much thought they gave

to the presidential election, and how often they discussed politics at home, in school, and with

friends. These measures all appear to be part of a shared latent construct: loading on a common

factor and creating a scale that is highly reliable (α=0.8; Eigen 1: 2.04, Eigen 2: 0.28). The political

knowledge measure is a factor analysis weighted composite scale based on whether an individual

marked having looked for political information about presidential candidates and their positions

in national newspapers, local newspapers, network news, cable news, local TV news, radio, news

magazines, social media, discussion boards fact check websites, or other locations, as well as how

many presidential debates they watched. Again, these questions appear to reduce to a single scale

(α=0.7; Eigen 1: 1.92, Eigen 2: 0.41). The social awareness measure is a factor analysis weighted

composite scale of whether individuals described themselves as being open-minded, able to have

respectful discussions, compassionate towards others, and interested in visiting other countries

(α=0.7; Eigen 1: 1.55, Eigen 2: 0.46). The results hold if we look at individual items or use other

scale combination techniques (see Online Appendix Table A.13).24

23The survey was conducted between December 10-16, 2016. The survey population was all registered ACT test
takers in grades 10-12 in the United States who were signed up for the December 10, 2016 national test date. From
this population, a random sample of 58,964 was drawn. The sample was stratified by race and ethnicity, with a 100%
sample of Native Hawaiian/Pacific Islander and Native American and oversamples of Asians, Hispanics, and Blacks.
Out of the approximately 10,000 individuals who took the survey, about 7,000 answered all the questions.

24While this sample is not as large as that in Brazil and it does not contain upstream measures, it allows us a
secondary check of our results from an entirely different electoral context. As we show in the Online Appendix, this
data source – while not quite as rich as the Brazilian data – remains adequately powered to detect modest sized effects.
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Methods

As we’ve alluded, to examine the TVH in a causal manner, we leverage exogenous variation sur-

rounding Brazil’s voluntary and compulsory voting age cutoffs and (as an auxiliary check) the

U.S.’ voluntary voting cutoff. To estimate unbiased effects, we use a regression discontinuity de-

sign (RDD). As we explain in the Online Appendix, we think this design best situated to explore

the TVH. This approach makes the assumption that the potential outcomes of our control and treat-

ment groups are continuous at the age cutoff (Hahn, Todd and Van der Klaauw 2001; Calonico,

Cattaneo, and Titiunik 2014). Regression discontinuity models leverage this fact, using data on

either side of an arbitrary discontinuity to establish treatment and control groups that are similar

on observables and unobservables. Under relatively modest assumptions, RDD models produce

unbiased local average treatment effects; making estimates similar to those from a randomized-

control experiment (e.g., Lee 2008; Lemieux and Milligan 2008; Lee and Lemieux 2010). As we

document in the Appendix (see tables A.4-A.8), we likely satisfy the necessary assumptions given

balance on observables and a lack of evidence (theoretical or empirical) of precise manipulation.25

In our RDD, we model the running variable (which in this case is ones date of birth relative to

the voluntary and compulsory voting cutoffs) with several approaches – using the local polynomial

approach suggested by Calonico, Cattaneo, and Titiunik (2014; hereafter CCT 2014) varying the

order used from 1-4 and also the approach used by Nichols (2011). We use the optimal bandwidth

suggested by CCT (2014), but show the results across a wide range of bandwidths. Because not all

individuals comply with the voting treatments, our estimates are intention-to-treat (ITT). In all our

models below, we follow the recommendation in the RDD literature when one is working with a

discrete running variable by clustering our standard errors on the running variable (Lee and Card

2008; Lee and Lemieux 2010; Schochet et al. 2010).

That being said, we do acknowledge that this is an auxiliary check to our main analysis in Brazil.
25Given overwhelming balance on observable characteristics, we focus on results that do not include baseline co-

variates. The results do not change if we include these (easily available upon request).
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Methods: Statistical Precision and Power Analyses

Before we proceed to our results, a word about multiple hypothesis testing and statistical power

is in order. By design, our research question requires the examination of multiple constructs.

Scholars have long recognized that when examining multiple outcomes, the rules of probability

state that we would expect some estimates to be statistically significant, simply by chance (Dudoit

et al. 2003). Given the results that we present below – overwhelmingly, coefficients that are

not statistically different from zero – this point is of less consequence. Still, we are careful to

not make hay of coefficients that are statistically significant simply because we are examining

multiple outcomes. To help mitigate potential negative effects of multiple hypothesis testing, we

group outcomes together into scales (as just discussed). Further, in our descriptions of the results

below, we pay attention not only to the statistical significance of the effect estimates, but also their

substantive size. Finally, we also mention whether significant results fail to clear the Bonferroni

and Sidak significance levels for multiple hypothesis testing.26 In short, we try to be very even-

handed in looking for transformative effects.

Figure 1: Power Coefficients in the Regression Discontinuity Design (Compulsory, Upstream)
Notes: power levels across various effect sizes our outcomes (arranged by alphabetical order) for the compulsory
voting, upstream cutoff (for the other cutoffs see the Online Appendix). Power coefficients calculated using the
method developed by Cattaneo, Titiunik, and Vazquez-Bare (2016) using the optimal bandwidth developed by CCT
(2014), which in this case is usually just above a month. Power coefficients for a wider bandwidths can be found in
the Online Appendix. The horizontal dashed line displays the traditional cutoff for considering an effect to be well
powered (80%). The lightest point shows power at the default effect size (10% of a standard deviation).

26With 45 tests, the Bonferroni critical p-value is 0.00111; for Sidak, the critical p-value is 0.00139.
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We also note six things that should help allay concerns about a potential lack of statistical

power. First, because we are using nationwide micro-data from Brazil and the U.S., our data is

sufficiently large to precisely detect even very small effects. Second, in the paper and the Online

Appendix (Section 5) we provide a power analysis that gauges the effect sizes that we are able to

detect using the method proposed by Cattaneo, Titiunik, and Vazquez-Bare (2016). As we discuss

in great detail, our power analyses show that in both datasets we are able to detect even very small

to modest effects. As can be seen in Figure 1 below, which plots power levels for our compulsory

voting upstream cutoff (the others can be found the Appendix) our design is adequately powered to

detect effects that are as small as 10% of a standard deviation (the default amount mostly commonly

used in regression discontinuity power analyses) or even smaller. Indeed, across all of our measures

ex-ante we can detect effects as small as 7.5% of a standard deviation, and across most (5/9) of

our measures, we can detect effects as small as 5% of a standard deviation at 80% power.27 This

is impressive given that these effect sizes are traditionally considered to be quite small (Cohen

1992). Third, in examining for effects we combine our variables into empirically-driven scales,

thus reducing measurement error (Ansolabehere, Rodden, and Snyder 2008), and estimation error

as a result. Fourth, in our results below we discuss not only the statistical significance of our results,

but also their substantive size. In so doing, we pay attention to our 95% confidence intervals. This

allows us to discuss what effect sizes we are able to rule out; an approach intuitively similar

to the equivalence testing approach suggested by Hartman and Hidalgo (2018) and others in the

literature on null effects and statistical/substantive significance (McCaskey and Rainey 2015; Gross

2015 and Rainey 2014).28 Fifth, in our robustness checks we vary the bandwidth around our

cutoffincreasing our power by using more data around the cutoff (Lee and Lemieux 2010). Our

substantive conclusions remain similar from very narrow (as narrow as 10 days on either side

of the cutoff) to very wide bandwidths (as large as 120 days). (In practice, we have estimated

our bandwidths as wide as 730 days on either side of the cutoffs used. This does not change our

27The one exception is the voluntary upstream cutoff, which has the lowest power of the four.
28The main difference for our application is that Hartman and Hidalgo (2018) are applying their method to placebo

tests, rather than main effects. However, the application is similar. We also do not specifically choose an equivalence
rangeas the range of substantive significance is not well defined with these outcomes.
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substantive conclusions.) Indeed, if we are willing to relax our bandwidths to be wider, we become

even better powered than we already are.

Finally, in our models below we pool the four datasets from our four cutoffs together. This

approach assumes a similar treatment type across groups.29 Combined, these checks suggest that

the results that we present below (mostly null effects) are not an artifact of low statistical power.

These are, instead, precise nulls, which allow us to rule out even very modest transformative voting

effects. Given that the theory over the TVH often predicts large, long-lasting effects, this design

feature is important.

Results: Brazil

Our RDD models confirm that compulsory voting in Brazil increases voter turnout 9.7-12.3 per-

centage points depending on the election (p ă 0.01). The same positive effect can be seen with the

voluntary voting cutoff in Brazilwith the effect here being between 14.4 and 23 percentage points

(p ă 0.01), again depending on the election. (For further discussion our manipulation checks, see

the Online Appendix, Section 4).

We show our regression discontinuity model results for interest in politics, social awareness,

political knowledge, and memberships in Figure 2. Here we provide a coefficient plot, which dis-

plays each of the 45 main estimates (9 outcomes by 5 cutoffs – voluntary upstream, voluntary

downstream, compulsory upstream, compulsory downstream, and estimates that pool data from all

four cutoffs together). To provide an overview of our results, in our main RDD specification we

find that 41 out of these 45 estimates (91.2%) are not statistically significant at traditional levelsjust

above what we would expect by random chance. This slight departure from what wed expect by

chance might lead some to suspect that there is a meaningful effect. However, the four exceptions

that are significant at the 5% level (tolerance, voluntary upstream, p=0.027; political interest, com-

pulsory downstream; p=0.046; political knowledge, compulsory upstream, p=0.036; and political

knowledge, pooled, p=0.011) are all close to and evenly bunched around zero, not significant at

29Power analyses show that our pooled models can detect effects as small as 5% of a standard deviation.
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the Bonferroni and Sidak multiple hypothesis adjustment levels, and not robust to standard spec-

ification checks. Even though some effects are (non-robustly) statistically different from 0, they

are also statistically distinct from substantively meaningful effects. Based on the 95% confidence

intervals from our pooled estimates, in all cases we can rule out effects as small as 6.2% of a stan-

dard deviation (on the high end) and as small as -6.2% of a standard deviation (on the low end),

with most of our estimates being even more precise than that (as we will discuss below). Using the

95% confidence intervals in this way allows us to follow the suggested approach of Hartman and

Hidalgos (2018) equivalence testing approach, which provides a higher threshold for substantiating

null effects (by reframing the comparison point such that the alternate hypothesis is that there is

no difference). In all cases, our 95% confidence intervals allow us to rule out effects that are much

smaller, often by an order of magnitude (or more), than Hartman and Hidalgos default values for

equivalence testing (36% of a standard deviation). In short, our results strongly suggest that voting

has little upstream or downstream effect on adjacent civic attitudes and behaviors. We outline the

results in greater detail, outcome by outcome, below.

For political interest (see the upper left panel of Figure 2), three out of the four individual cutoff

estimates (compulsory upstream, voluntary upstream, voluntary downstream) are not statistically

significant at traditional levels. These three estimates are all substantively small, regardless of the

comparison point used (be it relative to the base rate or a standard deviation). The effect sizes are

-0.1% of the base rate for the compulsory upstream estimate, 0.6% for voluntary downstream, and

2.2% voluntary upstream. These effects are equivalent to -0.4%, 2.0%, and 7.9% of a standard

deviation, respectively. If we use equivalence testing (Hartman and Hidalgo 2018), we can confi-

dently rule out effects larger than 2.81% of a standard deviation (on the upper end) and -3.5% (on

the lower end) for compulsory upstream; larger than 6.0% of a standard deviation (on the upper

end) and -1.9% (on the lower end) for voluntary downstream; and larger than 25.7% of a standard

deviation (on the upper end) and -10.0% (on the lower end) for voluntary upstream. The one cutoff

where we observe statistical significance is the compulsory downstream estimate, which is barely

statistically significant at the 5% level (p=0.046). However, this estimate also is substantively
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small – equivalent to 1.6% of the base rate (5.9% of a standard deviation). Moreover, this effect

estimate is not significant at the Bonferroni/Sidak significance levels. It is also not robust across

bandwidths; when we look at wider bandwidths that are even better powered than the CCT (2014)

optimal bandwidth, the effect gets even smaller and no longer is significance (see Figure A.22).

All of this points to the effect being, if anything, small, and probably indicative of a null effect.

To increase the precision on our political interest estimates even more, we pool these four

cutoffs together. When we do so, the effect estimate is not significant at traditional, much less

multiple comparison adjusted, levels. The coefficient is small (equivalent to 3.0% of a standard

deviation and 0.8% of the base rate) and precisely estimated (allowing us to rule out effects as

small as 6.2% of a standard deviation on the high end and -0.1% of a standard deviation on the low

end). In short, these null effects are precisely estimated and substantively small. Voting appears to

have little to no upstream or downstream effect on political interest. This conclusion holds when

we examine other proxies of political interest (i.e. interest in international, local politics, or a scale

of all three interest measures).

We next turn our attention to the effect on proxies of prosociability. As can be seen in Fig-

ure 2, we find little evidence of positive or negative effects. All but one of the cutoffs are not

statistically significant at traditional levels (much less multiple comparison adjusted levels). For

perceiving discrimination, the estimates are all small and precisely estimated. The effect size for

compulsory upstream (2.1% of a standard deviation), compulsory downstream (0.8% of a standard

deviation), voluntary upstream (-8.1% of a standard deviation), and voluntary downstream (-3.7%

of a standard deviation) are all substantively small. Once again, the least powered cutoff (voluntary

upstream) shows the largest effects, which leads us to suspect that these results might be Type M/S

errors (Gelman and Carlin 2014)a fact that is corroborated by the fact that when we be better power

this cutoff by expanding the bandwidth, the effect disappears. The pooled estimates, which are the

best powered suggest an effect equivalent to -0.2% of a standard deviation. In an equivalence test-

ing framework, we can confidently rule out effects as small as -2.8% of a standard deviation (on

the low end) and 2.3% of a standard deviation (on the high end). In short, our evidence suggests a
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null effect on perceptions of discrimination.

A similar pattern appears in our other proxies of prosociability. For suffering discrimination,

none of the estimates are statistically significant, the largest effect is the least powered (this effect

is not robust to additional power being added by widening the bandwidth), and the pooled estimate

is very precisethe estimated RDD effect is equivalent to 0.2% of a standard deviation, with the

95% confidence interval allowing us to confidently rule out effects as small as -2.2% of a standard

deviation (on the low end) and 2.6% of a standard deviation (on the high end). The patterns for

tolerance are also consistent with a null effect, albeit perhaps a little bit less so. One of the tolerance

estimates (voluntary upstream) is significant at the 5% level (p=0.026), but it is not significant at the

multiple hypothesis testing adjusted levels. This effect is fairly consistent across wider bandwidths,

though it flips its sign in narrower bandwidths (see Figure A.34). Moreover, even if we were to

believe this were a meaningful effect, this effect disappears after the election. That is, even if

young people become more tolerant before the election, those gains disappear not long after the

election. And the most well-powered cutoff (pooled), suggests a very small (0.8% of a standard

deviation), precise (based on the 95% confidence intervals, we can rule out effects as small as 2.6%

of a standard deviation and as small as -1.0% of a standard deviation) null. All of this calls into

question whether voting experiences, indeed, have an enduring, transformative effect on tolerance.

Finally, the social awareness essay shows a similar result. Across all 5 cutoffs examined, none of

the effects are statistically significant at traditional, non-multiple hypothesis testing adjusted levels.

The effect size for compulsory upstream (1.7% of a standard deviation), compulsory downstream

(-1.5% of a standard deviation), voluntary upstream (9.9% of a standard deviation), and voluntary

downstream (-2.0% of a standard deviation) are all substantively small. The pooled estimate, which

is the best powered, suggests an effect equivalent to -0.2% of a standard deviation (p=0.85). In an

equivalence testing framework, we can confidently rule out effects as small as -2.0% of a standard

deviation (on the low end) and 1.7% of a standard deviation (on the high end). In sum, our effect

estimates suggest little to no transformative effect of voting on proxies of prosociability – people

pushed to vote do not become more socially oriented.
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We next examine whether exogenously nudging young people to vote increases (or decreases)

their levels of political knowledge in the lead up to the election and/or in the aftermath. The effect

size for compulsory upstream (-3.8% of a standard deviation), compulsory downstream (-1.4% of a

standard deviation), voluntary upstream (1.4% of a standard deviation), and voluntary downstream

(-6.0% of a standard deviation) are all substantively small. Among these, the only significant effect

comes from the compulsory upstream estimate; however, this effect is substantively small, allows

us to rule out modest effects (-7.3% of a standard deviation), and is not robust to bandwidth or

running variable changes (see Figures A.27 and A.36). The pooled estimate suggests an effect

equivalent to -3.5% of a standard deviation (p=0.011); that is, that being nudged to vote decreases

knowledge. However, again this effect is substantively small, allows us to rule out small effects

(-6.2% of a standard deviation), and is not robust to alternate bandwidths/running variable specifi-

cations (see Figures A.42, A.43, and A.44). Hence, we can be fairly confident that voting has little

to no effect on political knowledge.

We finally examine the possibility of upstream and downstream effects of voting on associa-

tional memberships. The last three facets of the bottom row of Figure 2 display our results. Across

our three measures of political memberships and 5 cutoffs, there is no sign of statistical signifi-

cance at the 5% or 10% levels. Moreover, these estimates are all substantively small, ranging from

-2.8% of a standard deviation to 3.7% of a standard deviation (mean: 0.7% σ). Based on the 95%

confidence intervals, with all of our measures we can confidently rule out effects of even modest

size. In our pooled estimates, we can rule out estimates that are quite small. When we look at

whether someone belongs to any associational organization, we can rule out effects as small as

-2.3% of a standard deviation (on the low end) and 2.2% of a standard deviation (on the high end).

A factor-weighted (95% confidence interval: -1.2% to 3.3% of a standard deviation) or mean scale

(95% confidence interval: -1.9% to 3.3% of a standard deviation) show the same results. In short,

like our other outcomes, our effect estimates suggest little to no upstream or downstream effect.

To give a sense of the totality of the findings, Figure 3 plots the distribution of coefficients

and p-values from our main specifications shown in in Figure 2. As can be seen in the left panel,
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Figure 2: Upstream and Downstream Effect of Voting on Civic Attitudes and Behaviors (Brazil)
Notes: coefficient plot of the RDD effect estimates at the four cutoffs explored as well as a specification that pools
all four cutoffs (pooled). All dependent variables are standardized. Three references lines shown: one for the tra-
ditional hypothesis test (0) and two for default equivalence test level (0.36) recommended by Hartman and Hidalgo
(2018). Models use the optimal bandwidth, local linear regression, bias-correction, and robust standard errors spec-
ified by CCT (2014). Effective N (top to bottom): political interest (110,180; 48,643; 5,301; 30,206; 89,001); per-
ceived (138,854; 47,430; 2,985; 51,930; 59,212); social awareness (154,752; 43,786; 3,740; 36,592; 43,355); suffered
(159,121; 43,786; 2,849; 44,368; 65,879); tolerance (101,265; 38,249; 4,521; 30,206; 73,418); political knowledge
(101,265; 41,529; 3,533; 26,665; 62,713); member any (143,045; 43,786; 3,424; 27,791; 71,462); member mean
(154,752; 41,529; 3,740; 24,484; 89,001); member PCA (180,460; 41,529; 3,863; 25,549; 92,568).

the coefficient estimates are all tightly bunched around 0 (the vertical dashed line). Also apparent

from the distribution of coefficients is the fact that the coefficients appear to be fairly evenly spread

on the positive and negative side of 0; put differently, not only are the coefficients all small, they

are about equally balanced across negative and positivea pattern that we would generally expect to

see if these were truly null effects. The right panel shows that the distribution of p-values is not

tightly bunched just above the 5% significance threshold. P-values are fairly evenly distributed:

perhaps even having a bimodal distribution, but one that is clearly centered well above standard

(non-adjusted) significance levels – with a mean p-value of 0.46, and a median of 0.37. Voting

appears to have precisely-estimated null effects on our outcomes of interest.

Figure 4 shows a final check that we can run to see whether the null effects persist 2 years from
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Figure 3: Distribution of Effect Sizes and P-Values From Figure 2 (Brazil)
Notes: Figure displays the distribution of standardized coefficient estimates (left) and p-values (right). These come
from the 45 regression discontinuity models estimated in Figure 2. The left panel has a reference line for coefficients
equal to 0 and two for default equivalence test level (0.36σ) recommended by Hartman and Hidalgo (2018). The right
panel has a reference line at p=0.05. As can be seen, most coefficient estimates are right at or very near to 0 and far
away from default equivalence testing levels of substantive significance.

the treatment. To do so, we use data from the 2006 upstream sample. We focus on the small pool

of individuals who were marginally eligible/ineligible to vote in the 2004 Municipal Elections.

As Election Day in 2004 was held on October 3rd and Election Day 2006 was held on October

1st, we have a 2 birthdays – October 2nd and 3rd, 1988 – wherein individuals were exposed to

voluntary voting in 2004 and voluntary voting in 2006 to whom we can compare individuals who

were ineligible to voluntary vote in 2004 (everyone born after October 3rd, 1988). This allows

us to keep our comparison as similar as possible – focusing only on individuals were under the

voluntary voting system in 2006 and exposed to those anticipatory effects. In Figure 4, we show

estimates across our 9 outcomes, broken by two bandwidths: the first (lighter shading) that uses a

similar window on either side of the cutoff (2 days) and the other (darker shading) which extends

the control group to a full 120 days (to increase precision). As can be seen, we still observe

systematic nulls that allow us to rule out even very modest effects. Across the 16 models run,

none of the effects are significant at the 5% level and the median effect size is 0.4% of a standard

deviation. In our more precise estimates, we are able rule out effects larger than -4.9% and 5.1% in

all cases (with most effects being even more precise than that). The narrower bandwidth estimates

have nulls that are less precise, but still all allow us to rule out the default effect sizes suggested by
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Hartman and Hidalgo (2018).

Figure 4: Two Year Downstream Effects of Voting on Civic Attitudes and Behaviors (Brazil)
Notes: RDD estimates of the two-year downstream effects, elicited by pairing the 2004 voluntary voting threshold
and the 2006 upstream outcomes. Figure displays a coefficient plot with point estimates (circles) and corresponding
90/95% confidence intervals (bars). Outcomes listed on the vertical axis. Standardized effect sizes shown on the hori-
zontal axis. Coefficients colored by bandwidths used, with the lighter shaded coefficients being for a 1 day bandwidth
on either side of the cutoff (the number of days separating the 2004 and 2006 election dates) and the darker bringing
having a bandwidth of 1 day in the treatment group and 120 days in the control group. N in the narrower bandwidth:
4,367; N in the wider bandwidth: 193,682. Three references lines shown: one for the traditional hypothesis test (0)
and two for default equivalence test level (0.36σ) recommended by Hartman and Hidalgo (2018).

Before turning to the U.S. results, we briefly consider possible heterogeneities in treatment

effects. This check allows us to explore whether our effects are systematic nulls, or the result of a

data generating process that varies widely across relevant subgroups. Given the salience of debates

over race and socioeconomic status in voting and over compulsory voting reforms, we focus on

these two possible heterogeneities. Tables A.14-A.17 in the Online Appendix show the estimates

across our outcome measures. As can be seen there, we find very little evidence of heterogeneities

in our Brazilian data. At first glance, there appear to perhaps be heterogeneities on a few outcomes;

however, virtually all of these are not robust to various standard checks (i.e. bandwidths and

measurement variations). All of this suggests that there are not large heterogeneities underlying

the null effects. There is little evidence that one group – disadvantaged or advantaged, minority

or majority – benefits or is harmed by being nudged to vote. While the cutoffs we use may have
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differential effects on turnout, they have systematically null transformative effects throughout the

population studied. Despite other heterogeneities being possible, we can say with confidence is

that the average treatment effect is null.

Figure 5: 1.5 Month Downstream Effects (U.S.)
Notes: RDD estimates of the 1.5 month effects from the U.S. Figure displays a coefficient plot with point estimates
(circles) and corresponding 90/95% confidence intervals (bars). Standardized effect sizes shown on the vertical axis.
CCT (2014) robust bias correction and running variable (order 1) used. Effects shown across bandwidths ranging from
20 days (far left) to 360 days (far right) by 20 day increments. Data from the ACT exams. Effective N from left to
right: political interest: 347, 679, 1005, 1273, 1515, 1721, 1963, 2212, 2434, 2633, 2825, 3033, 3252, 3461, 3689,
3888, 4080, 4234; political knowledge: 389, 777, 1154, 1463, 1736, 1986, 2258, 2546, 2797, 3024, 3246, 3491, 3743,
3974, 4233, 4462, 4678, 4854; social awareness: 387, 778, 1159, 1473, 1753, 2003, 2285, 2566, 2828, 3062, 3289,
3541, 3783, 4024, 4286, 4515, 4731, 4917.

Results: United States

To explore whether our results are simply a bi-product of the Brazilian environment and if we are

perhaps missing short-run downstream effects, we leverage data from the U.S. While this data is

not quite as rich as the Brazilian data, it sheds light on the generalizability of our findings just pre-

sented. For space constraints, we present the full results in the Online Appendix (see Table A.23),

but provide a summary of them in Figure 5. As can be seen, none of the effects on political interest

or political knowledge are significant at the 5% or 10% levels. One of the bandwidth estimates for

social awareness is (negative) and significant at the 5% (non-adjusted) level); however, this effect
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is not robust across bandwidths. In all three outcomes, all of the effects are substantively smallwith

political interest (median βstd=1.2%), political interest (median βstd=3.2%), political interest (me-

dian βstd=2.2%) all being bunched around 0. While these null effects are not as precise as those in

Brazil (given the smaller sample size in the U.S.), we are able to rule out modest effects with our

95% confidence intervals (especially in wider bandwidths). From these data, it seems clear that

nudging individuals to vote has little impact on their levels of political interest, political knowl-

edge, or social awareness even shortly after an election. This conclusion holds across subgroups

as well (see Table A.18 in the Appendix).

Conclusion

Is voting truly transformative as many scholars have suggested? In this paper, we have used vot-

ing eligibility cutoffs in Brazil and the United States to see if the average citizens attitudes and

non-voting behaviors change when they are exogenously nudged (i.e. compelled or given eligi-

bility to vote if they so choose) to vote. We have demonstrated using two rich, large data sources

and a regression discontinuity design that voting does not have large positive or large negative

broader effects – as many have argued – but rather, has little to no effect on citizen attitudes and

non-voting modes of engagement. These precisely-estimated null effects are systematic: being

observed across salient subgroups. Simply put, our results suggest that voting does very little to

affect fundamental social, civic, or political attitudes and levels of non-voting engagement.

This finding has important scholarly and policy implications. Scholars have long argued over

whether encouraging social behaviors like voting (be it through compelling people to vote or other

channels) will work to have broader positive effects – making citizens more engaged and socially

aware – or will instead backfire – producing citizens who are less engaged, uninformed, and de-

tached from the broader fabric of society. Our work suggests a middle ground between these two

competing schools of thought. Rather than depressing or increasing non-incentivized forms of

engagement, exogenous increases in voting actually do very little to affect citizen attitudes and

behaviors. This suggests that the strong correlations observed between various forms of civic par-
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ticipation may actually not be causal. This contributes to scholarly literature in a number of ways,

including, but not limited to, casting doubt on whether “psychological explanations” (Coppock and

Green 2015) are the reason for observed habitual voting effects.

From a policy perspective, this suggests that reforms that encourage voting – like compulsory

voting – may have a much narrower impact that previously imagined. Up until this point, most

of the empirical work surrounding compulsory voting has focused on its effects on voting. Yet,

as we have discussed there are theoretical reasons to suspect that this only gives a small picture

into compulsory votings potential broader role. Many have argued that compulsory voting has

widespread societal and democratic benefits. Simply put, our results suggest that compulsory

votings benefits have been oversold. Put differently, while compulsory voting goes a long way

towards addressing low rates of voter turnout – a noble goal in its own right – other interventions

are required in order to increase stubborn patterns in overall civic engagement. Our work suggests

that compulsory voting alone is not enough to ensure active citizenship outside voting. However,

from a slightly more positive perspective, our results show that compulsory voting is not harmful

for other forms of civic participation, as some had speculated. If one only wants to increase voting

and nothing else, compulsory voting is likely viable.

Our work makes several substantive contributions. However, given the important considera-

tions behind the topic at hand, ours should not be the last to explore the TVH. As with any study,

ours comes with some limitations. We cannot tell whether voting in two or more elections (as op-

posed to none) has transformative effects that one election does not. Indeed, this is an important,

but inherently tricky, question answer in a causal way (we note that even the voting as a habit liter-

ature also struggles with this task). While we are able to (fairly) confidently rule out one important

factor – voting – that does not influence political interest, knowledge, memberships, and social

awareness, this does not mean that future studies should not continue to look for the factors that do

influence these important outcomes. Political socialization as a field as languished in recent years,

so there remains tremendous value to consider what early-life factors shape various types of polit-

ical engagement (e.g. schooling, campaigns, the media, social networks, etc.). Future work would
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do well to explore why there appear to be null effects; taking seriously, for example, the possibil-

ity that the outcomes we explore harden much earlier in the life course than we are able to test.

One might explore, for example, whether an anticipation to vote treatment comes much further

upstream than we are able to test here. Moreover, we cannot tell whether our results hold across

all times, locations, and subsamples (a fact true in all studies). While we argue that our focus on

young people is justified, future work would do well to expand to a more representative sample of

adults. While there are some reasons to suspect that young people are especially malleable on the

measures we explore – hence providing us with the favorable conditions for discovering an effect –

it is also possible that young people differ in substantive ways that make our test an underestimate

of the transformative effects of voting. As such, our results should be thought of as an important

step towards better understanding this important topic.

Our results should shape future work in important ways. Future get-out-the-vote (GOTV) stud-

ies, for example, would do well to examine the broader effects of these interventions on citizen

attitudes and non-voting behaviors beyond those we were even able to study here (e.g. satisfaction

with democracy; see Kostelka and Blais 2018); at present, this is not standard practice. This ap-

proach faces obvious challenges, including: low response rates to surveys, small effects on turnout

(Gerber and Green 2008; Green, McGrath, and Aronow 2013), the tricky (but not impossible) task

of measuring upstream effects, and the difficulty of separating the downstream effects of voting

from the GOTV interventions themselves. However, this alone should not dissuade scholars.

In sum, scholars and practitioners have long argued that the experience of voting has transfor-

mative societal effects: shaping citizens’ attitudes and behaviors and improving overall levels of

social capital, cohesion, and well-being. In this paper, we have shown that this perspective may be

overly optimistic. Large gains in voter turnout do not necessarily transfer to other forms of civic

engagement.
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